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The only permanent is change itself?

H

ere we are, embarking on a
brand-new year. Hello 2021!
Doesn’t look too different to
2020, but hey, let’s give it a chance.
At least lock-down is a familiar evil,
we know how to operate within its
boundaries. And we can see the exit,
although as in all the best horror
movies, we never quite seem to
reach it. It’s just there, within arms’
reach… almost got our fingers on the
doorknob and then [perspec�ve
shi�] it’s a tantalising oblong of light
in the distance… and off we go again.
You never know, maybe this time we’ll
actually make it.
Regardless, the BSFA REVIEW team
are hard at work. Tirelessly reading
through the latest releases, putting on
their thinking caps and treating us all to
insightful and thought-provoking
reviews. The only real change is the
slow-down of new titles hitting the
bookshelves and (some) publishers
switching to sending out mobi/epub

formats in lieu of hardcopy books.
Having said that, I do still receive shiny
and reassuringly hefty hardback copies
of some titles (I love hardbacks, even
though they do take up a
disproportionate amount of shelf
space).
We have a comforting mix of science
fiction, fantasy and horror to whet your
appetites — ranging from deadly
serious to a more light-hearted
approach to the knots we regularly tie
ourselves into (both on an individual
and societal basis).
So turn the virtual pages. Have fun.
Escape from the world and hopefully
discover your next inspiring read.

Sue Oke

Layout & Design Alex Bardy

The Hollow Places by T. Kingfisher
Reviewed by Anne F. Wilson
Index
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The Jonbar Point: Essays from SF Horizons by Brian Aldiss
(Ansible Editions, 2020)
Reviewed by L. J. Hurst

I

n 1964 Brian Aldiss and Harry Harrison
published a cri�cal journal concentra�ng
on science fic�on. Although they had
contribu�ons from Kingsley Amis, James
Blish, C. S. Lewis and William Burroughs,
they were unable to con�nue a�er a second
issue. And today, despite the importance of
the other contributors, the two issues are
remembered for the long essay contributed
by Brian Aldiss to each. Nevertheless, as
Christopher Priest points out in his
introduc�on, Aldiss never reprinted either
essay in any of his cri�cal collec�ons. When
I wanted to read the �tle work, “Judgement
At Jonbar”, for my “What If – Or Worse:
Alternate History in Context” (Vector 202,
1998) I had to hunt for second-hand copies.
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In the fourth sec�on, “Foreign Elements in
the Bloodstream”, he deals with the clash
between pure science and fic�on: “At some
stage, all sf novels turn into something else”.
He means thrillers, military pas�che, chases,
but he believes contrarily to prac�ce that “a
‘pure’ sf novel should excite every writer and
reader” and that thrills and chases and such
“foreign elements” make The Legion Of Time
“sag badly” when they appear. Jumping the
fi�h sec�on, the sixth, “Aliens Emergent”,
picks up on a second meaning of “foreign”,
the implicit xenophobia in the book. Aldiss
has already pointed out the stereotyping of
the Legionnaires by na�onality, but he points
out this leads to “soldiers accept[ing] the
leadership of a mere journalist from racial
rather than strategic reasons”.
“Judgement At Jonbar” is an analysis of a
In his second essay “Bri�sh Science Fic�on
reprinted paperback: Jack Williamson’s The
Now: Studies of Three Writers” Aldiss moved
Legion Of Time. It begins with a
from 1938 to discuss his contemporaries.
condemna�on of the publishers: the cover is Men�oning past Bri�sh authors such as
wildly misleading and it appears to be a new Wells, Huxley and Wyndham, and then more
�tle from 1961, but its copyright date is 1952, recently John Brunner, Ted Tubb, James
while it was originally serialised in 1938.
White and Michael Moorcock, he goes on to
Aldiss, though, had one advantage that few
say, “But the main body of English work is
of us now can have: as a boy he had read the composed by a number of lesser names
first episode of the serial in 1938 when he
whose work receives no cri�cal a�en�on”. In
bought Astounding from a high street shop,
three sec�ons he then looks at some of these
but he never knew what happened next. This lesser names, all of them contributors to New
then allows him to state his cri�cal thesis: “I Worlds under the editorship of John Carnell:
had an insight into the two warring fac�ons
firstly, Lan Wright, three of whose novels
that now, as in 1938, make sf”.
appeared as serials in the magazine. Carnell
Perhaps unaware of the poten�al readership allowed authors to write “Guest Editorials”,
(the book had gone into a second prin�ng in and Aldiss quotes Wright’s: pundits have
1963) Aldiss then gives a long summary of
called on writers to make their message clear,
the novel before his nine cri�cal sec�ons
but this call is “Semi-pathological pap”. Aldiss
begin. The first plays with two concepts of
then summarises several of Wright’s stories
impossibility: that the events in Legions of
without making explicit their message, but
Time are as physically impossible as are the
describing his failures in plo�ng. Readers,
events in much sf, and that the wri�ng of
though, will come away with an impression
good sf is near-impossible. “The major
that Wright thought humans turned cyborg
difficulty in wri�ng a good sf novel is simply
were s�ll human, but in Wright’s stories they
this: that the genre has not yet established its have lost their humanity. Aldiss is short on
canons” he says. In his third sec�on he
the Sco�sh author and fan Donald Malcolm.
develops the idea of the canon or canons,
Aldiss then comes to his longest, most
but then has to pause with the remark, “I
detailed, and most insigh�ul study: “The
have demonstrated why I think the two aims Wounded Land: J G Ballard”. Here he reverts
in sf (to tell a tale and put over an idea) are
to his earlier method of breaking his analysis
not enough”.
into sec�ons: “The Unifying Wit”,

“Dethronement of the Hero”, “Characteris�c
Lack of Hope”, “Wrecking the Space Sta�ons”,
and “The Dislocated World”.
The whole essay ends with a one-page
conclusion in which Wright and Malcolm are
scarcely men�oned. “The Wounded Land”
has been re-printed in cri�cal studies of
Ballard quite justly, for Aldiss’ apprecia�on is
deep, ahead of its �me, and s�ll worth
reading. Lan Wright never a�empted to
become a full-�me writer and wrote no more
a�er 1968. Donald Malcolm mainly stayed in
sf as a fan and reviewer. Consider, though,
that Aldiss included Brunner and Tubb in a
list of twelve names before going on to the

three in this essay: of those twelve I’ve never
heard of three, let alone read them, while
one of them – Charles Eric Maine – is only
now being rediscovered via the Bri�sh
Library’s SF Classics series.
The concept of the “Jonbar Point” is now
central to alternate history (though “Sliding
Doors” is a more modern rival term), but
Brian Aldiss dedicated none of his last three
sec�ons to it. That may be his strangest
omission, but in his second essay, when he
came to discuss J. G. Ballard his apprecia�on
was acute. It is these cri�cal divergences that
make this short book so interes�ng.
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A Diary in the Age of Water by Nina Munteanu
(Inanna Publications, 2020)
Reviewed by Paul Kincaid

T

here is a �de in the affairs of men
which, taken at the flood, drowns us
all. Not quite what Brutus was trying to
say, but a sen�ment much closer to the
common impulse of humankind. We are
drawn to disasters and catastrophes, to
worst-case scenarios and conspiracy
theories. Even if the thing we dread the
most is no more likely to occur than the
thing we hope for most fervently, s�ll it is
the dread that seems to prevail. And so we
tell ourselves tales of the end of the world
and the hopelessness of existence, perhaps
secretly believing that the more we detail
the worst the less chance there is of the
worst occurring.
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A sense of collec�ve guilt runs through our
fic�ons of a dying earth. At one point it might
be nature, or perhaps more commonly god,
reac�ng against the hubris of humanity. In
�me that became a common dread of the
finger poised above the nuclear bu�on.
Nowadays, our visions of finality seem to fall
into one of two variants. Either we dread the
failure of the technology we have become so
reliant on, as in Moon of the Crusted Snow by
Waubgeshig Rice (2018) or The Silence by
Don DeLillo (2020); or we dread the failure of
our ecology. Since the natural disaster that is
climate change is most commonly caused by
human technology, these two variants are
perhaps not that far apart.
A Diary in the Age of Water by the Canadian
author and environmental ac�vist, Nina
Munteanu, clearly belongs in the second
camp. It is a step-by-step guide to the way
that human malfeasance, greed, and
ignorance exhaust the water that we all rely
upon for our very existence. One of
Munteanu’s recent works, Water Is … (2016),
is a non-fic�on account of the role that water
plays in every aspect of our lives. The
influence of that earlier work in shaping
Munteanu’s new novel is illustrated by the
frequency with which the phrase “water is …”
is repeated throughout the work.
Except I hesitate over the word “novel”. I’m
not exactly sure what this book is, but it has
few of the novelis�c virtues – well-drawn

characters, story, sense of place – that we
might normally expect to find. Apart from
rela�vely brief opening and closing scenes set
in an undefined but rela�vely distant future,
the bulk of the book is made up of extracts
from a diary wri�en over a period of some 20
years star�ng in 2045. The author of the
diary, Lynna, (like the author of the book) is a
limnologist, someone who studies the
rela�onship between lakes and rivers and
their ecological context. As the diary opens,
she is an academic at the University of
Toronto whose work is sponsored and
controlled by an ou�it called CanadaCorp.
CanadaCorp, it turns out, is really an
American company owned by China, and it is
concerned with channelling Canadian water
to the drought-stricken USA, leaving Canada
itself subject to severe water ra�oning.
Despite Lynna’s tendency towards selfdecep�on (during the course of the book she
is apparently responsible for the firing of one
colleague and indirectly for at least one
murder) her doubts about her poli�cal
masters grow un�l she is forced out of her
job, only to watch as her daughter, Hilde,
takes to dangerous but only vaguely
described ac�vism.
Outlined like this, the book might seem
drama�c enough, but none of this is centre
stage. There is nothing that might be
considered drama�c that does not occur offstage; and even the overall story I’ve imputed
to the book is mostly drawn from reading
between the lines. The entries in the socalled diary are not accounts of the events of
the day, but are rather medita�ons on the
behaviour of rivers and lakes and their
impact on the surrounding environment.
These are almost invariably couched in
technical language that is not, for the most
part, interpreted for a non-technical reader.
Some�mes, par�cularly when they are given
over to ferocious (and well-deserved)
denuncia�ons of the ecological policies of the
Trump regime, these entries rise to the level
of polemic. For the most part, however, they
read like lectures aimed at undergraduates,
par�cularly given their frequent and
extensive quotes from academic texts on the

subject, most consistently Limnology by
Robert G, Wetzel (2001).
Typically, as we begin to suspect that
Hilde’s ac�ons might be giving the book a
belated plot, the diary comes to an abrupt
end and the scene jumps forwards
decades to when a blue-skinned, fourarmed girl who may be Hilde’s descendant
is reading the diary. What happened in the
interim, and how a blue-skinned, fourarmed girl modelled on a Hindu deity is
supposed to be the answer to surviving
the environmental collapse caused by the
loss of water is never made clear.
Ursula Le Guin talked about the lure of the
pulpit, the writers who were more
interested in expounding their ideas than
in exploring them. Munteanu has

succumbed to the lure of the lectern. She
is so intent on layout out her scien�fic
ideas about water that these ideas never
acquire the novelis�c weight of metaphor.
They seem, therefore, divorced from the
polemical aspects of the book. While the
polemic, focused as it is upon the Trump
presidency, a quarter of a century or more
before the se�ng of the book, is similarly
divorced from what passes for story here.
There are interes�ng and important ideas
underpinning the book, something that
we should be paying urgent a�en�on to.
But the structure, a series of technical
lectures pretending to be a polemic
disguised as a novel, is not the best way to
convey these ideas.
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Fearless by Allen Stroud
(Flame Tree Press, 2020)
Reviewed by Dev Agarwal

A

llen Stroud's name will be well known
to readers in this parish. He is
currently BSFA Chair and has long
been prominent in genre circles. His latest
novel has been posi�vely reviewed,
including in Amazing Stories, where Ernest
Lilley recommended Fearless and observed
that Stroud brings "a Clarkian feel that
grounds the story in the best tradi�on of
science fic�on."
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Fearless is, by flavour, not only science
fic�on, but specifically, space opera. Space
opera, as a subgenre, has arguably two sets
of defining characteris�cs. There is its
iconography of spaceships, colony worlds,
disasters, piracy and spaceship ba�les.
However, equally important are its tonal
choices of larger-than-life characters,
intrigue, extravagant se�ngs and fast-paced
plo�ng. Which Brian Aldiss neatly captured
in his term "widescreen baroque."
While it is fallacious to say that space opera is
enjoying a renaissance (as it never went
away) it is true to say that prominent names,
including James S.A. Corey, Charles Stross
and Ann Leckie, have boosted space opera
and broadened its appeal. They built on the
founding ideas of the original space opera
and the popularity of the New Space Opera
that came a�er it. This number of books has
inevitably crowded the field and the
challenge for any writer is how to make their
space opera stand out.
Allen Stroud throws us into his version of the
"widescreen baroque." The novel is set in AD
2118 with habitats across the solar system
(where humanity has colonised the Moon,
Mars, Ceres and Europa). Fearless feels
confidently New Space Opera, as it melds
pyrotechnic ac�on with ethical dilemmas and
strong characterisa�on. This is par�cularly
evident where Stroud challenges the maledominated narra�ves of the past, to put a
woman, Captain Ellisa Shann, in command of
the space going vessel Khidr. Shann is one of
the novel's three first person protagonists
(which also include two junior crew
members, Johannson and Sellis). Shann is the
most dis�nct of the narrators, in part because

she was born without legs. Ordinarily, her
story, or backstory, would include how she
overcame this disability, or is defined by it.
However, Stroud has said that he "wanted to
portray a disabled character in space who
was not a�emp�ng to overcome her
disability." Shann's disability is a part of her,
rather than all of her.
Khidr is a rescue ship and this feels like a
dis�nct social point that Stroud makes. He is
wri�ng space opera, and enthusias�cally
opening its toybox for the reader. But he is
not revelling in the violence of a warship.
Khidr has been described by other reviewers
as analogous to the coast guard or an
emergency service and its purpose ordinarily,
is to assist other vessels, rather than fight.
New Space Opera is able to widen the
narra�ve to include people like Shann,
physically disabled but s�ll capable, who are
in space with altruis�c inten�ons––rather
than opportunis�c ones.
The Khidr's role also allows Fearless to
explore similar mo�va�ons to the work of
writers like Frederick Pohl and Alistair
Reynolds, who have looked at blue collar
workers living in space and looking to make a
living rather than warriors and world-beaters.
These are the people who do the
unglamourous and necessary work that o�en
gets overlooked in the widescreen baroque.
Fearless begins with a rou�ne emergency
when Shann receives a call for help from the
spaceship The Hercules. They expect to offer
rou�ne assistance, but this soon leads the
crew into an a�empted mu�ny and Shann
into a poli�cal drama that spans the colony
worlds. Stroud's use of three revolving
viewpoints offers differing perspec�ves on
the moun�ng crises both on and off the ship.
Space opera is well known for the speed at
which tension mounts and the range of the
catastrophes that its characters face. In
Fearless, the plot develops fast, with all the
narra�ve accelera�on and pyrotechnic ac�on
that we might expect. The Khidr deals with an
onboard murder, external a�ack by an
uniden�fied spaceship, and intrigue and
ba�les across the solar system.

This setup gives Stroud an opportunity to
turn a fresh authorial eye to a number of
familiar tropes. Cliques in the space-going
Fleet, hidden colony worlds and a tantalising
alien manifesta�on da�ng back to Apollo 10
all appear. This makes for a story that is both
a high-octane adventure and a character
study for each of the three viewpoint
characters.
In terms of plo�ng, Stroud walks the
�ghtrope of comple�ng the arc of his
characters' story by the final page and also
se�ng up a sequel. He puts in mo�on a
number of threads (star�ng with that alien
manifesta�on that Apollo 10 encountered in
real life) and it would have been unwise to
try to neatly �e off all of these strands (and
dissa�sfying to the reader). By the end of the

novel, the Khidr has discovered and
abandoned ar�facts and several poli�cal
players remain unmasked and s�ll working
against the Fleet. At the same �me, Stroud
brings his novel to a sa�sfying drama�c
crescendo.
Lastly, a men�on for a stylis�c decision that
Stroud made. This is his use of present tense.
Stroud has said that this was a deliberate
choice, having experimented with the form at
shorter length. Ul�mately, he found that
present tense added more immediacy and
tension to his wri�ng. While it can be offpu�ng to read a long work in present tense,
Fearless may just be the right place for
readers to start.
And if you like Fearless, more is on its way as
Stroud is currently at work on a sequel.
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Radio Life by Derek B. Miller
(Jo Fletcher Books, 2021)
Reviewed by Andy Sawyer

O

ur world collapsed in chaos and war at
the end of the 21st century a�er a solar
flare disrupted informa�on networks.
Now, the Commonwealth, devoted to rescuing
knowledge from the Gone World, is sending out
expedi�ons and crea�ng an Archive. Fi�y years
ago, Lilly’s discovery of the “Harrington Box”
inspired a renaissance based upon the collec�on
of books and the “Trivial Pursuits” set it
contained. Lilly is now Chief Engineer of the
Commonwealth, whose headquarters is a sports
centre built for the Olympics. One of her
projects is rebuilding technologies including a
radio, on which voices from elsewhere were
heard un�l it ceased to work. A new fuse has
been found by a pair of scavengers and given to
Lilly. But a tribe known as the Keepers are
threatening the
networks of Raiders
and Explorers and
Runners, and the
Commonwealth itself.
Meanwhile, sixteenyear-old Elimisha, an
Archive Runner, is
pursued into a
building which
collapses, leaving her
injured and unable to
escape – but in a room
containing an
“ar�ficial intelligence
en�ty” which
iden�fies itself as a
Librarian . . . and a
radio.

influence of Walter M. Miller’s (no rela�on) A
Can�cle for Leibowitz in Radio Life. In some ways
he has wri�en a parallel to – or even a parody of
– the earlier classic. (There is even a religious
community, in which the telling of another joke,
an old and hoary music-hall item, somehow
underlines the story’s essence.) Like Leibowitz,
which itself reveals a dark, even despairing joke
at its core, Radio Life is about regaining
knowledge, even at the cost of not fully
understanding the extent and implica�ons of that
knowledge. Derek Miller distributes the hazy
search for uncovering the history of this
precarious society among a number of
interes�ngly-imagined characters: Lilly, Allesandra
and Elimisha, but also Henry (Henrie�a) and
Graham, (Allesandra’s parents), and Birch, the
“Master of the Order of Silence” (one of the
interes�ng things about the Commonwealth is
the complicated web of organisa�ons, networks
and rivalries within it).
For a while, this is a standard if well-imagined and
told tale of post-Apocalypse recovery. But as the
complexi�es within the Commonwealth and its
immediate history become apparent, things get
deeper. A confronta�on between Graham,
captured by the Keepers, and the Keeper leader
makes us face the ques�on begged by too many
of these fic�ons: are they right to want to regain
the knowledge of the past? During their
conversa�on we learn why the Keepers are called
the Keepers, and what they want to keep. This is
not necessarily a debate between right and
wrong. The Ancients had wonderful technology.
(The generic term for material scavenged and
brought back is telling: “shinies”). One of the
deligh�ul “histories” of the pre-catastrophe
When Elimisha’s voice decades uncovered by Elimisha and Allesandra is
is received by Lilly’s
the up-un�l-then undiscovered treasure trove of
radio, another Runner, recorded music. But the legacy of previous days
Allesandra, is sent to
also includes war, genocide, slavery, racism: “So
rescue her. Her mission many categories of people, all a�acking other
is cri�cal, because it is categories”. The Ancients did “awful things to
suspected that Elimisha has found the secret of
each other”. Should those memories be brought
the Ancients’ success – the Internet.
back, risking shame and anger and revenge?
The joke here – it rapidly becomes clear that Lilly Or could the world be rebuilt, be�er? Walter M.
etc. don’t actually know what the Internet is – is
Miller’s theology seemed to suggest not. His
certainly one of the reasons to read the book:
namesake, possibly more secular, seems to prefer
running through it is a vein of humour which
otherwise. Radio Life rather slips, at the end, into
counterpoints the bleak post-apocalypse scenario hand-waving improvement, but the arguments
without undermining a serious core: an
are worth confron�ng.
examina�on of the nature and purpose of
knowledge. Miller has acknowledged the
page 10

The Wintertime Paradox: Twelve Festive Tales of Tinsel
and Time Lords by Dave Rudden
(BBC Children’s Books, 2020)
Reviewed by Ben Jeapes

D

ave Rudden gives us twelve Doctor
Who stories so convincingly in different
tones, styles and voices that you could
believe it’s by twelve different authors. How
you read this very enjoyable collec�on will
depend on how you approach the relaunched
series, because it is very weighted towards
post-2005 Who – every Doctor from Nine
onwards makes an appearance – and there is
a story arc which either enhances or gets in
the way, depending on viewpoint. But there
are a couple of classic Doctor appearances
too and, most impressively, some actual
stand-alone sf.

it before on TV.
‘The Paradox Moon’ is the obligatory season
finale that resolves the arc, doing what it’s
supposed to but baffling with awestruck
Whovian �mey-wimey babble rather than
really explore �me travel in a sfnally rigorous
way.
Sca�ered in between these we get the stories
sans Doctor, which on average prove more
sa�sfying – perhaps because they rely on
actual storytelling and not the author doing a
convincing imita�on of whichever actor.
‘For The Girl Who Has Everything’ could have
been called ‘How Osgood Got Her Scarf’: in
the UNIT archives on Christmas Eve, as it
In ‘A Day to Yourselves’, a s�ll-trauma�sed
happens. The only misstep here is to men�on
Nine finds to his annoyance that his other
the Abzorbaloffs, thus fixing them in canon
selves keep ge�ng there first to save the
when their one TV appearance was an
world. They want him to enjoy a peaceful
aberra�on best forgot.
Christmas on his own, taking some self-�me
before resuming his travels.
‘Visi�ng Hours’ gives Rory more agency than
he ever had on TV, and even succeeds in
Rose and Ten go to the pantomime in ‘He’s
pu�ng him one step ahead of his daughter
Behind You’ which captures David Tennant’s
portrayal and the chemistry of the characters River.
so perfectly that you stop no�cing there isn’t
The �tle of ‘Christmas With The Plasmavores’
much story.
saves you having to read the story, and you
would see the resolu�on
‘Father of the Daleks’ gives more nuance to
Davros’s mo�va�ons, and his rela�onship with coming even if there wasn’t a
massive hint in the opening
the Doctor, than any TV appearance since
illustra�on.
1975. Sadly, it suffers from the Daleks’
acquired habit of being held in thrall when
‘A Perfect Christmas’ is nicely
Eleven starts monologuing, instead of just
steampunky, as befits the era:
extermina�ng him.
Madame Vastra tries to get her
Bill plays slightly more of a role than Twelve in head around this strange
human tradi�on.
‘Inflic�ng Christmas’, a reflec�on on the
nature and reliability of memory.
‘Missing Habitas Frond’ is a
Unfortunately, a promising set-up just sort of
decently done period detec�ve
fizzles out, like many of the Christmas specials. story starring Missy, set
‘We Will Feed You To The Trees’ gets the gold appropriately in Edinburgh,
1909. Missy has always been
star: a though�ul lost colony story with a
the best Doctor’s evil alter ego
Deathworld vibe that makes it the hardest sf
since Roger Delgado’s Master
and the least Christmassy in the collec�on.
and here we see exactly what
Seven finds himself on a planet with two
can happen if she takes a liking
seasons: Succour, a �me of plan�ng and
to you.
prepara�on; and Siege, when you hope the
prepara�ons were enough.
In short, this is an entertaining
collec�on that encapsulates a
Five appears in ‘A Girl Called Doubt’ but the
story would work without him. The a�ermath typical Doctor Who series: some
of a Cybermen invasion is shaped though�ully good stories, some very good,
and some clunkers, but if you
by the logic of what Cybermen do to people
want hard sf then look elsewhere.
and the lesser thought-of but inevitable
consequences. There’s a twist, but we’ve seen
page 11
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The Space Between Worlds by Micaiah Johnson
(Hodderscape, 2020)

Zoey Punches The Future In The Dick by David Wong
(Titan Books, 2020)

Reviewed by Anne F. Wilson

Reviewed by Kate Onyett

“E
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ven worthless things can become
fair-haired, and the Ashtowners are black and
valuable once they become rare. This is brown. “People brought for labor, or come for
the grand lesson of my life”.
refuge, or who were here before the first
neoliberal surveyed this land and thought to build
Cara is a survivor. Literally. She is a traverser
a paradise”. It’s a dystopia, and in most of the
between 380 alternate worlds, each frac�onally
alternate worlds things are ge�ng worse, the gap
different from the next. But she can only travel to widening between the privileged in Wiley and
worlds where her alternate has already died.
those outside, who are prey to brutal gangs and
Only 8 of the 380 s�ll house living versions of her. suffer the effects of lack of money, of healthcare,
All the others have died of natural or unnatural
of opportuni�es.
causes. Illness, neglect, abuse, murder. This is
Johnson is that most excellent of things, a
because she is a poor child from the deprived
storyteller. I was caught up in the ac�on and kept
area of Ashtown, not a protected ci�zen of the
reading to find out what happens next. The
neighbouring city of Wiley.
surprises keep coming. The �ght focus on Cara’s
Cara is employed by the Eldridge Ins�tute,
viewpoint means that the author can slide in li�le
headed by the charisma�c Adam Bosch. Alone of bits of informa�on that turn out to be significant
his alternates, Bosch discovered the technology
later. It’s always great to read a novel where
for travelling between the worlds. Cara’s job is
what’s next is completely unexpected, and yet
data mining on the different worlds. What needs when it has happened you think: yes, that fits.
to be changed to achieve a par�cular effect? Go
I liked the way that Cara develops as a character.
to the world where it has changed. What is going She begins the novel as someone who is
to happen in the future? Go to a world which is
defensive and belligerent, scrambling not to lose
slightly ahead in development. Because she is so her hard-won place in Wiley. Once she begins to
rare she is valuable, in that the Ins�tute doesn’t
find out the rules that govern her existence, Cara
have to employ so many other traversers. But her discovers that she can make choices, and
�me is running out, as the Ins�tute is expec�ng
unsurprisingly these lead her and others into
an imminent breakthrough that will make
danger. It is only by using the ingrained
traversers redundant.
knowledge from her harsh upbringing outside
But Cara has secrets. She isn’t supposed to bring Wiley that she has a chance of surviving and
back trophies from her visits to other worlds, but saving those that she cares for.
she does. She isn’t supposed to interact with the
inhabitants of those worlds, or get involved in
their local disputes, but she does. And it’s from
these interac�ons with the alternates of people
in her own world, with lives and rela�onships
slightly shi�ed, that she starts to put together a
very different picture of what is happening on her
own world, and what Adam Bosch really wants.
I thoroughly enjoyed this novel. It’s full-on
science fic�on, exploring that most fundamental
ques�on: “What might be changed?” Cara is a
thoroughly believable character: bolshy, roughedged, insecure. She is brutalised by her
upbringing, but she’s s�ll human. And in a world
where merely surviving is the main aim, or (in
Wiley), maintaining or improving one’s posi�on,
she is willing to act to improve things.
The space between worlds isn’t just the space
between the 380 worlds that Cara traverses, it’s
also the space between Wiley, where she
maintains a precarious existence, and Ashtown,
her birthplace. It is no coincidence that the
original inhabitants of Wiley are pale-skinned and

L

oud, brash and hugely enjoyable. A
veritable romp with cinema�c breadth of
vision, yet this subtly �tled book
incorporates an eleva�ng and intelligent
humanism.

non-stop streaming of public ac�vity via constant
video surveillance. Indeed, there is comment,
here, on where our fascina�on with five minutes
of fame, of becoming ’influencers’ on the internet
is heading. The integrity of the individual, of
privacy, has been sacrificed in
This is the second book
this version of the future. Is
in a series set in a city of
this an inevitable conclusion
the future, where pre�y
or a warning from which we
much anything goes,
can swerve?
and o�en does. Zoey
Wong does not s�nt on other
started life dirt-poor,
problema�c social issues,
living with her single
incorpora�ng systemic racism
mum in Nowheresville.
and abandonment of the
Then her wealthy father
poor. He builds his narra�ve
died, and le� her an
world on very recognisable
enormous legacy of
flaws, giving gravity and
organised, and highly
depth to his vision. The
profitable, crime in the
strongest preoccupa�ons in
neo-city of Tabla Ro$a.
the narra�ve rise as direct
She has been busy
cri�que of current social
trying to clean up her
woes. Zoey is a mouthpiece
business empire’s
for discussion of mental
prac�ces. Now she and
health, advoca�ng helping
her team have to work
broken souls instead of
out who hates her so
indiscriminate applica�on of
much, and why, and
reduc�ve penal punishment.
how to stop them,
The online community that
because a rampaging
leaves Zoey in fear for her life
corpse has been sent to
are both a warning of the
her mansion as a warning. Zoey and company will ostracised loneliness that can lead to incels, and
unearth a lethal takeover bid, while also trying to furthermore the disenfranchisement that leads to
avert plunging the whole shebang into civil war.
radical violence.
Meanwhile, the city is gearing up for major
The blockbuster boom-boom flicks of the 1980s
Halloween celebra�ons.
and 1990s would some�mes shoehorn in a
The plot is bouncingly paced and liberally
moment of social/poli�cal comment, but few
sprinkled with colourful detail and explosions of
managed to incorporate it into their make-up
energe�c violence. Central to all is the character completely. What gives this book power, beyond
of Zoey; not your typical ac�on heroine. She is
the pleasure of a pacey read, is how these
the heart of the book, and while she may not be concerns are an integral part of the final
cool, kooky, physically superla�ve or perfectly in
denouement. The sympathy and empathy of
command of her life, she is humane and brave.
Zoey’s character is as important as having an
She will do what she sees as the right thing to do, amazing team of professional fighters on hand.
even if it terrifies her, even if it may kill her.
Indeed, it is her clever mind that averts disaster,
Wong’s leading lady is far more amazing than all but the support of her team that enables her to
the kick-ass chicks put together. And she lives
carry it through.
alone with her beloved cat and cannot keep from
There’s plenty here to unpack. Wong is using sci-fi
nibbling on sweet treats. She is so very relatable!
to discuss important and relevant issues. He is
The soul of the book is its scenery and style; both dead centre in the primary strength of fantas�cal
owing a huge debt to the long history of ac�on
fic�on; it can be a powerful place to have such
sci-fi, and the current trend of reflexive nostalgia debates. Or you can enjoy it as a thrilling
for popular culture from the 1980s and 1990s.
inves�gatory adventure with amazing SFX. The
The city is a place of excess and social insanity,
beauty is, it is both.
doused in wild fashions, fast-paced trends and
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Lockdown Tales by Neal Asher
(NewCon Press, 2020)

The Golden Key by Marian Womack
(Titan Books, 2020)

Reviewed by Duncan Lawie

Reviewed by Kate Onyett

N

eal Asher built his skills and shaped the
Polity universe over the dozens of stories
he had published in the small press
before 2000. This set him up for a great twenty
years as an author, though his introduc�on to
this collec�on shows that his personal life also
passed through ‘hideous �me”. Now with 18 full
length novels set in the Polity, it is a challenge to
find a place to start and the stamina to keep
going. So, in 2019, Asher started to look again at
the shorter market to provide fresh ways into
this universe. Hence this collec�on of six
novellas.
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The �tle
Lockdown
Tales inspires
the
apprehension
that this is the
noodling of a
writer with
nothing else
to do. Be not
fearful. This
collec�on has
the roar of
energy and
excitement of
his small press
beginnings
aligned with
the
enjoyment of
the universe
he has built
and the space
he has to play.
And a certain
roughness to
the text.
Perhaps
another round
of polish
would have
helped, but it might well have lost the immediacy
of the project and the feeling that this is s�ll hot
from the forge.
The volume begins at the end; what would
populated worlds look like long a�er the Polity’s
fall? How would they rise again, and what would
they do with artefacts from the before �mes?
‘The Relict’ is further complicated by the primary
protagonist being some form of long-lived

survivor of the Polity era who knows what he is
digging up. It becomes clear he is ac�vely
meddling, with the intent of a be�er outcome for
the locals.
Asher introduces ‘Monitor Logan’ as a riff on High
Plains Dri�er, which gives away the punchline,
but that doesn’t take away from the skill with
which he layers in the broader context of the
Polity / Prador wars while making sure there is
plenty of pyrotechnics. ‘Bad Boy’ takes us to
Spa�erjay, the most brilliant SF-Horror planetary
se�ng I have yet read. The awesome and awful
life system is fully in evidence, and yet this is,
fundamentally a story about the scien�fic
method and empathy for The Other, which
reminded me of James White’s Sector General
stories, adding up to my favourite of the volume.
‘Plenty’, at 100 pages, has a more gentle pace and
is again set long a�er The Polity has passed. The
protagonist, Ben, has been alone on a biotech
world for a long �me, living off the land in a quite
sa�sfactory fashion, though now the aches and
pains of age are star�ng to curtail his lifestyle and
undermine his self-confidence. Asher’s
introduc�on posits this as Robinson Crusoe kind
of story, but I felt it had more in common with
Andy Weir’s The Mar�an, at least when Ben digs
up a piece of polity tech and starts repairing it.
The tale begins to accelerate as this tech shows
personality and together they uncover the story
of how Ben was abandoned. The conclusion has
all the pace and power we expect from Asher and
makes excellent use of many ideas sca�ered
through the preceding pages.
‘Dr Whip’ seems a li�le thin, perhaps because
irrita�on with misuse of the symbol of Hermes
for healing and medicine can’t sustain the story.
The final story, ‘Raising Moloch’ starts slowly,
se�ng up the biological context for the horrifying
bioengineered Hooders. When it changes se�ng,
it crackles. This is another example of the
scien�fic method in ac�on whilst the idea that a
very long life leads to a period of ennui is at the
heart of the story. If nothing one does can
generate any feeling, what kinds of dangerous
things will a person do?
Each of these stories is likely to be richer for the
veteran Polity reader but each is also sufficiently
self-contained to work as an entry point; and
their ordering builds out the shape of the Polity
universe too.

A

quote at the start of the book states that
The Golden Key is the treasure at the end
of the rainbow, and it will open up what
each person must discover for themselves.
Adventure? Mystery? A whole new dimension?
Womack’s first full-length novel is all of these.

mys�cism of the story, but there is no final
indica�on that they manage to achieve their
goals, or even what, exactly, these are. This is
very frustra�ng, and could just be a ma�er of
personal taste.
But it’s not just the characters. Womack is
obviously not going to spoon feed us, and I
This shi�ing, miasmic experience, swirls between respect that. However, her trick of weaving
London and the Fens during the very first years of shi�ing, narra�ve sands leaves just too many
the twen�eth century. Primarily, this is a 20-year- ques�ons, loose threads and wandering story.
old mystery involving disappeared children and a And with no indica�on that this is to be a series
grieving young man. But there are also
of books that
supernatural socie�es jockeying for prominence, could answer
an enigma�c new star in the psychic firmament
them, this could
and messages from beyond the grave.
almost seem
Meanwhile, the Fens are heaving with a green
sloppy; an
fog, a possibly psychedelic fungus, and the
exercise of style
narra�ve is peopled with feisty ladies, spooky
over substance.
ruins and sinister gentlemen.
What about the
The story runs between mul�ple points-of-view,
future of the
wanders down trails of backstory, and then
portal in the
switches track onto a different plot thread. The
Fens? Is the
overall effect is of observing a broad, busy canvas mysterious
diffused through smoke, so it is revealed and
shadowy figure
then concealed part on part. The first paragraphs going to return?
talk of being lost, of fog and confusing
It’s structurally
nightmares. The inten�on here, I suspect, is
frustra�ng and
misdirec�on and sleight of hand.
ul�mately
rather
Meet Samuel; a man recovering from a recent
loss while staying with his spiritualist guardian in disappoin�ng.
London and discovering the spiritualist fashion.
Long a�er I
Soon arrives Helena, inves�ga�ng the missing
finished, I kept
girls. A third, Eliza, has no�ced weird oddi�es in
turning it over
the Fens. The story moves between these three
in my mind. The
mysteries, char�ng their inquiries, and crissthemes and
crossing their paths as they try to make sense of threads of the
the clues they have in what may or may not be
story mature
one large, connected puzzle.
for some percola�ng. And yet, there is that
Womack injects some snippets of contemporary annoying sense of frayed edges and things le�
incomplete. It devalues the narra�ve. The books’
anchorage. There is cri�que over mindless
own argument––the Golden Key of deriving
consump�on; the mechanisa�on of modern life
gobbling up people and resources. There is also a personal interpreta�on––seems a lazy form of
stylis�c explana�on, and a poor joke.
discussion over the pollu�ng effect of a factory.
The misogyny of male-dominated society comes If you wish for a book that is an experience, a
up for comment, and Helena and Eliza, in
cinema�c fever-dream, I do not think you will be
pursuing their lives in areas not tradi�onally
disappointed. It is a remarkable, virtuoso
‘female’ (detec�on and science), are holding the produc�on. But it feels unfinished, and that is as
torch for feminism. The combina�on of realism
unwelcome as a chill dra� in an otherwise
and fantasy is a heady mix. But ul�mately for me, comfortable room. Nothing is solid in the world
there are problems.
she conjures; the loca�ons remain mostly
For all that we seem to be told much about them, indis�nct and the people cannot be relied on. It
the characters remain only semi-dis�nct, dri�ing all swirls away, back into mist.
on a narra�ve �de. This works well for the
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A Deadly Education by Naomi Novik
(Del Rey, 2020)

Ruby by Nina Allan
(Titan Books, 2020)

Reviewed by Anne F. Wilson

Reviewed by Nick Hubble

“W
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T

e’re not all meant to survive
anyway. The school has to be fed
somehow.”

Welcome to Evil Hogwarts. The students aren’t
evil (mostly), but the school is trying to eat them.
The school is infested by maleficaria, or “mals”
(evil magic monsters), which hunt students for
food.
Galadriel Higgins (or El as she prefers to be
known, who wouldn’t?) is a junior student in the
Scholomance, a US-style high school for magical
students. El herself is Bri�sh and was brought up
in a yurt in Wales by her hippy mother. I accepted
El as Bri�sh despite the fact that she calls a tap a
“faucet”, a fringe “bangs” and other
Americanisms which I will lay at the door of the
publishers. The author is, however, to be
commended for her authen�c use of “wanker”.
El is grumpy. For a start, Orion Lake keeps saving
her life, which is totally unnecessary as El herself
has enough power to cause a small nuclear
explosion. Or possibly a big one. Her problem is
that the school would just love her to turn into a
really powerful maleficer (dark witch) and keeps
offering her the spells to do it. Ge�ng small
spells to clean her room, say, is really hard. And
she should be ge�ng on with earning herself a
place in an enclave a�er gradua�on, despite her
grandmother’s prophecy that she will bring death
and destruc�on to all the enclaves in the world.
Because the enclaves are havens for families of
magicians, and their main func�on is to stop the
inhabitants being eaten by mals.
In case you’re worried about the role of humans
in a world peopled by mals and extremely
powerful magicians, don’t be. Mals want to eat
wizards for their magical power and have no
interest in normal humans. Humans are at no risk
from evil wizards either, as they are protected by
their iron-clad disbelief. You can’t cast a spell on
someone who doesn’t believe in magic.
Orion is El’s classmate, a self-appointed white
knight who rushes to the rescue of any students
a�acked by the school’s mals. Unfortunately, this
means that the mals in the basement are ge�ng
hungrier. Gradua�on consists of the surviving
students in the senior year descending to the
basement to slay mals. Approximately a quarter
of the original freshman intake normally makes it
to the exit, but Orion’s success in rescuing
students is �pping the odds against the
gradua�ng seniors.

itan have been publishing Allan’s work
since they brought out an expanded
edi�on of The Race in 2016. This was
followed by The Ri� in 2017 and an updated
edi�on of The Silver Wind in 2019. Their latest
offering from her is Ruby, which was originally
published as Stardust: The Ruby Castle Stories in
2013. As that earlier �tle indicates, this book
consists of a sequence of linked stories. At first,
they seem to be very loosely linked––�ed
together only by flee�ng references to the
eponymous Ruby, a film star whose career ends
when she is imprisoned for murder––but more
connec�ons become apparent to the reader in
later stories.

The book has a mul�-racial cast. El herself is halfIndian, and most of the friends that she
eventually makes are from non-white
backgrounds. Novik has been cri�cised for using
racial characteris�cs insensi�vely and has
apologised for this. To me her characters are
believable portrayals of individual people, and
the non-white characters are at least as fully
realised and complex as the white ones.
This is a thoroughly entertaining book. I wasn’t
wholly convinced by some of the details. Why is
the school run on American lines if it was set up
by the Manchester enclave? Exactly how are
Orion’s ac�vi�es �pping the odds against the
students? And in nearly three years how has
nobody no�ced that El’s surname is the same as
that of a world-renowned witch (her mother)?
But Novik is a terrific storyteller and I read it
straight through in a couple of days.
Novik may not have a perfect score on racism,
but what she is addressing is privilege. The
enclaves have priori�sed their members over the
rest of the magical humans in the world. They
have immense power, and the others can only
earn access to them by proving their value, or by
becoming servants. As this is the first of a series, I
am guessing that El’s ac�vi�es on gradua�on are
going to involve dismantling the enclaves, and
hopefully building a fairer magical society. But
whatever happens I’ll be very happy to go along
for the ride.

these stories. Paradoxically, though, for those
prepared to embrace the apparent unreason of
�me paradoxes and coincidences that unspool
sinuously through these stories, poten�al
nightmares turn into dreams of possibility.
For example, in ‘Laburnams’, Chris�ne ‘had o�en
wondered if it was possible to take a wrong
turning and end up living a life that was not your
own’ and there are lot of people in these stories
trapped in lives that are not their own. In ‘Wreck
of the Julia’, this condi�on is explicitly linked to
the evasion and lying inherent to south London
lower-middle-class suburbs such as Croydon and
Sidcup, which are very similar to the one I grew
up in. And you don’t get out of those lives by
conforming to the moral parameters that
Indeed, when I got to the end, I had to fight hard structure and limit them. Therefore, escape is
against an overwhelming urge to go back to the
itself a trauma�c experience that scars and is only
beginning again with my new knowledge and put overcome retrospec�vely by sensing the
all the events in the stories together into one
rightness of the new life. The protagonist of
coherent plotline. However, that would be the
‘Stardust’ feels ‘the change happen, a discernible
wrong reason to read these beau�ful and
click, as if a key had been twisted inside me’.
entrancing stories again. Not only is there no
Such transforma�ons also have li�le to do with
overall temporal con�nuity but also, to the extent
free choice and that is what makes them doubly
that these are horror stories, the horror lies in
scary. One of the protagonists tries to make sense
wait for those determined to keep religiously to
of his experiences through ‘dream science’ and
the straight and the narrow. Morally these stories
‘the idea of the subconscious as a crime writer’
are ‘chao�c neutral’ and trying to impose order
throwing out as many red herrings as useful
on them would at best be invi�ng frustra�on and
clues. But it is only by nego�a�ng both the red
at worst risking ge�ng trapped in some maze-like
herrings and the clues that he finds his way again.
�me loop, as happens to several characters in
These stories are not merely tales of the
unexpected or simple mysteries but a series of
labyrinthine twists which simultaneously fold in
and out on themselves to reveal unexpected
perspec�ves and hidden views.
The result of such an intricate weaving together
of signs and wonders is a collec�on of stories that
reads like a novel which you want to go on and
on. So, while I didn’t immediately reread the
stories, I would have been happy to have
con�nued to lose myself within more of them for
another thousand pages or so. Nevertheless, I
didn’t end Ruby feeling unfulfilled because a�er
thinking about it––and these stories do tend to
embed themselves in your mind for a while––I
realised that I could take the fluid mode of
reading that the stories had seduced me into
adop�ng and use it to read other stories and
novels in produc�ve ways. In this manner, Allan
not only generates possibili�es through her
wri�ng, but she also teaches her readers to
generate possibili�es through their reading.
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Women’s Weird 2: More Strange Stories by Women, 1891-1937
Edited by Melissa Edmundson
(Handheld Press, 2020)
Reviewed by Sandra Unerman

I

n her introduc�on to this collec�on, Melissa
Edmundson refuses to pin down a defini�on
of the Weird. She discusses the history of the
genre and considers ghost stories, Victorian
Gothic and encounters with the unknown. But
she places the stories chosen within a broader
tradi�on of supernatural wri�ng by women. As a
reader, I enjoyed the mixture of flavours and
moods, which results from this eclec�cism, in
preference to a narrow focus on one kind of
tale.

Galbraith, set in a Sco�sh castle, also concerns a
haun�ng of earlier �mes, from the 17th century but
sets characters with deliberately modern (at the
�me) a�tudes, including a ‘clever, strong-minded
young lady’ to challenge the evils of the past.
The role of women is o�en the focus of a�en�on.
‘A Twin-Iden�ty’ by Edith Stewart Drewry, is
narrated by a female French police detec�ve,
who shows persistence and courage in her
pursuit of a murderer, as well as the sensi�vity to
follow the supernatural clues she is given. Other
tales take a more complex approach. In ‘Young
The stories all convey a strong sense of place, in
Magic’, by Helen Simpson, Viola grows up
se�ngs from Australia to Canada by way of the
neglected by her mother and her nursemaid but
English countryside. For example, ‘The Red
is content to play by herself, ‘exactly as a cat
Bungalow’ by Bithia Mary Croker is set in
does’. She finds opportuni�es for encounters with
Northern India, in the days of the Raj. It expresses invisible beings, which are both more sa�sfying
the vulnerability
than those she invents and disappoin�ng because
and aliena�on
her contact with them is so limited. At one level,
experienced by
the story is about the constraints and limita�ons
Bri�sh women
of her life as a middle-class girl, especially as she
and their children grown into adolescence. At another, it is about
in a country that
the power and danger of the imagina�on.
is not theirs, with
Some stories draw their strength from their
a landscape and
depic�on of character and se�ng, while others
tradi�ons they do
evoke the uncanny with more intensity. Katherine
not understand.
Mansfield’s ‘The House’ is one of the most
A sense of history memorable entries, as it draws the reader into
is also a common the painful emo�ons of a young woman, and her
characteris�c.
vision of domes�c bliss. For me, the supernatural
Even the stories
element here seems almost incidental, not a
set within the
significant feature of the story. By contrast, I
life�me of the
found it difficult to sympathise with the narrator
authors introduce of ‘Outside the House’ by Bessie Kyffin-Taylor, a
the current reader man reluctant to take advice or consider the
to details and
wishes of his fiancée and her family. But the
a�tudes strange
haun�ng of the family house from the outside
to us now, like the struck me as both unusual and powerful,
shirt waist and
par�cularly in the way it engages with class
corduroy skirt
conflict and industrial tragedy.
suitable for young
Two of the thirteen stories show familiar authors
women travelling
in an unexpected light. L.M. Montgomery’s
in Sarah Orne
‘House Party at Smoky Island’ deals with love and
Jewe�’s ‘The
jealousy in a darker mode than Anne of Green
Green Bowl’. One
Gables, while Flora Poste of Cold Comfort Farm
story set further
might not approve of the way the narrator of
into the past is
Stella Gibbons’s ‘Roaring Tower’ indulges her
Marjory Bowen’s
emo�ons. But the greater strength of the
‘Florence Flannery’, which provides a thoroughly
collec�on lies in its revival of authors who have
unroman�c depic�on of a Devon manor in 1800,
been forgo�en and I enjoyed being introduced to
with a couple brought together by loneliness and
many of them.
poverty, who are haunted by events from three
hundred years earlier. ‘The Blue Room’, by Le�ce
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The World of Critical Role: The History Behind the Epic Fantasy
by Liz Marsham and the cast of Critical Role
(Del Rey, 2020)
Reviewed by D. A. Lascelles

A

s an old lag of the tabletop RPG market,
with experiences going back to the 80s, I
tend to look at phenomena like Cri�cal
Role with a sad lament of ‘Why the hell didn’t I
think of doing that when I was in my 20s?’ C’est
la vie, I guess. I didn’t think of it at the �me,
Ma� Mercer and his team did.

goes into some detail on the characters and the
plots they face over two campaigns. This is all
accompanied by some great full-colour
photography and a glossy, ‘premium’ quality
print. The book looks and feels great and the
contents make interes�ng reading, even for
someone not familiar with the source material.
There are flaws, of course. I men�on the size
Or, as it turns out on reading the history of
above and you do need to be sure you have
Cri�cal Role, they didn’t think of it either. It just
sufficient STR bonuses to be able to li� and read
sort of happened
it for any length of
and it was never
�me, or maybe you
intended to be
could invest in one
something so huge.
of those cool
It began as a group
lecterns like wizards
of friends, mostly
use? However, this
voice actors in LA,
is not a book that is
ge�ng together to
designed for longplay a game of D&D
term reading cover
to celebrate
to cover. This is a
someone’s birthday
pick-up and delve in
and grew from there.
when you feel like it
Which is the best
book; one where
kind of success story
you linger over the
in my opinion and
photos while you
goes to show that
are doing it, so this
there is such a thing
is less of a problem.
as ‘the right place
And, obviously,
and the right �me’
tradi�onal coffee
for something to
table books are not
happen.
read that much
In a modern world of
anyway––they are
internet streaming,
placed on the
Wikipedia and social
coffee table as
media you may think
conversa�on pieces
it odd that Cri�cal
for visitors to
Role, something so
comment on or as a
inherently modern
feature on a shelf. A
and hip, gives rise to,
more relevant flaw
of all things, a coffee
is that this is
table book. A
definitely a book for
concept I believed
fans of the show.
long dead. Yet here we are: a 318 page, full
While someone who has never watched it can
colour behemoth of a tome that would look
pick this up and find entertainment and
awesome on any nerd’s coffee table. While much informa�on on Cri�cal Role, a fan (Cri�er) will get
of the informa�on in here is very likely available
a lot more out of it.
online, this pre�y volume is worth having for the Overall, I consider this a perfect gi� to buy if you
look of it as well as the convenience of it all being are not sure what to get the D&D fan in your life
in one place.
for Christmas or a birthday. Or, you know, for
This book is the story of Cri�cal Role, from the
yourself to read as part of your own guilty RPG
early days to the (more or less) present. It
secret life. Now, please excuse me while I
incorporates the history of those early sessions,
mumble bi�erly about how I could have had
interviews with each of the cast, features some
popular online streaming fame…
details of special episodes and guest players and
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Ivory’s Story by Eugen Bacon
(NewCon Press, 2020)

Blackthorn Winter by Liz Williams
(NewCon Press, 2020)

Reviewed by David Lascelles

Reviewed by Anne F. Wilson

I

vory Tembo is a police officer inves�ga�ng
what she is convinced is a serial killer, despite
the killings seeming to be unconnected. To
help in her inves�ga�on, she convinces her
superior officer to pay to bring a medicine
woman to Sydney, put her up in a hotel and
follow the inves�ga�on where that leads…
What follows is a hallucinogenic trip of a novella
which takes Ivory through a rush of cultural tales
and specula�ve fic�on ideas as she seeks out the
reasons behind the killings––the demonic spirit
that is inspiring them. This journey takes her not
only into realms of myth and story but also into
her own past, as an orphan with bad experiences
of foster care and the descendant of one of the
great chiefs of her people.

Ivory’s Story is a beau�fully wri�en and deep
piece of work, strongly character driven and
culturally rich. Every part of it is deep and
detailed, which can also be one of the flaws of
the piece. While only 143 pages in length, the
page 20

density of the prose can mean that it takes a lot
longer to read and fully digest than many works
do, you some�mes have to go back over sec�ons
a few �mes to fully appreciate them. I suspect it
would also help if the reader has a be�er
understanding of the cultural and mythological
references being presented than I do. In some
parts, I was aware there was something culturally
relevant being revealed or discussed but without
the personal context I got the impression I was
missing a lot of the meaning inherent in the work.
For example, by far my favourite scene is during
Ivory’s spirit quest and she ends up on an alien
planet populated by telepathic goo monsters.
This part is entertaining and reminiscent of early
Moorcock or other 60s writers, but I am unsure
as to its relevance to the story other than as a
trippy aside. This doesn’t necessarily detract from
the overall enjoyment. In fact, it has for me given
a desire to learn more of the myths and legends
covered in the same way that Gaiman’s Anansi
Boys did for African stories. However, it is
something that a poten�al reader might need to
be aware of before they dive into this.
Another flaw is possibly more linked to the
marke�ng and the way the blurb on the back was
wri�en. Based on this, I was expec�ng a mystery
novel––a dark serial killer tale with demonic
overtones in the style of Seven or similar horror
movies. I’d expected to see more of Ivory
inves�ga�ng crimes, interviewing witnesses,
bringing threads of the crimes together before
coming to the conclusion that she needs to find
the Medicine Woman and exploring the
supernatural op�on. Instead, the mystery barely
features at all and we start with the myths that
underlie the story and first meet Ivory when she
is a child and then later when she is already on
her way to meet the Medicine Woman. As a
result, it feels like an extract from a larger story
with the protagonist–– our serial killer or the
demon that drives the killings––never really
entering the arena. This dissonance of
expecta�on might confuse casual readers. It may
have worked be�er as a novel with more space to
expand on the reasons why Ivory seeks out the
Medicine Woman and engages in the spiritual
quest.
Overall, an enjoyable read and one that inspires
thought and reflec�on and an apprecia�on of the
myths and legends of Australian culture.

I

had been wondering what to read over
Christmas. I wanted something magical but
tradi�onal. Garner, Cooper, Masefield,
Lewis? Instead, I picked up Comet Weather, the
first book in this series, and was transported.
This, this was what I wanted to read.
Comet Weather introduces the Fallow family, four
sisters and their mother, Alys, who disappeared a
year ago. Bee, the eldest daughter, manages the
family house near Glastonbury. Serena, a fashion
designer, lives in London, while Stella is a
peripate�c DJ. Luna, the youngest, travels the
gypsy switch in a caravan with her partner Sam.
Blackthorn Winter carries on the story seamlessly.
This isn’t the sort of book where magic hides
elusively round corners. It’s burs�ng out all over,
sliding daily into our world or drawing the
characters willy-nilly into strange and dangerous
realms.
Structurally the book resembles a renaissance
tapestry, intricately woven with different scenes.
The story is told from the viewpoints of the four
sisters. Serena dreams of a warning from the star
Aldebaran. Stella meets a magpie-coloured angel
in Peckham who sends her to a mysterious
rendezvous behind Borough Market. Bee rescues
a green-skinned girl from the churchyard near the
family home. Luna, gravid and dreaming, travels
back to Roman �mes. On rereading you can see
how the plot is woven delicately into the
tapestry; nothing is wasted but nothing is obvious
either.
I like the way that the rela�onships work. Luna
and Sam’s is se�led, as is Bee’s with her lover
Dark (an Elizabethan ghost). Stella is happily
single, and Serena is a single parent. Having been
dumped in dubious circumstances, she is reengaging with Ward, a previous lover.
Rela�onships are built, step by step, out of daily
interac�ons.
One huge difference from the authors men�oned
above is that our protagonists are not children.
They know how the world works, they have plans
for their lives. This is magic for grown-ups.
Although the magic is from several different
systems and cultures, it fits together seamlessly.
Angels and demons, personified stars and
mythical creatures rub shoulders with Bri�sh
folklore.
The book is also a love le�er to London. Not
Greater London, but more than the City, from
Peckham to Camden, through graveyards and

skyscrapers, but always coming back to the river.
The novel moves through �me as well as space;
there’s a sense that all �mes are present in a
space, and that you can sense other ages, other
people, and some�mes travel between them.
If I have one cri�cism, it’s that the sisters don’t
seem to me to have very dis�nc�ve voices. Even
knowing that they are iden�fied with the four
elements, this didn’t really come through.
Serena’s latest collec�on is vandalised, and
although I understood that she was upset, I didn’t
really feel it––it’s all a li�le distant. And none of
them worries about money. Bee manages the
upkeep of a large, old house, which must need
hea�ng and repairs, and yet she has no visible
source of income. Perhaps there is a trust fund.
This book demands re-reading. Characters and
incidents are introduced in the earlier chapters
whose significance doesn’t come through un�l
the end. This isn’t to say that you can’t appreciate
the first introduc�on of characters. Anione (a
person whose name I have been unable to find
on the internet) is introduced as “the cleaner” in
a house encrusted with old cat food dishes and
other forms of dirt. “I know what you’re thinking,
love,” she says to Stella. “I’m not that sort of
cleaner, all right?”
In case it’s not obvious, I really enjoyed these
books, and I’m very happy to know that there are
another two planned in the series. I will try to
contain my eagerness and wait pa�ently for
publica�on. A�er all, if I leave them long enough,
I’ll have an excuse to re-read the first two.
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Clown in a Cornfield by Adam Cesare
(Harper Teen, 2020)

The Hollow Places by T Kingfisher
(Titan Books, 2020)

Reviewed by Matt Colborn

Reviewed by Anne F. Wilson

S

erial killer, John Wayne Gacy, once said that
he loved dressing up as a clown because “it
meant you could get away with murder.”
Adam Cesare takes that sugges�on to its logical
conclusion in his young adult novel, Clown in a
Cornfield. Following a family tragedy, Quinn and
her father move to Ke�le Springs in rural
America. The small town is s�ll reeling from its
own calami�es. A year previously, the sister of a
local heart-throb, Cole Hill, died in an accident at
the local reservoir. Cole was present at the
accident and so is partly responsible. This
incident has le� open scars on the town.
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Quinn falls in with Cole and his friends during
deten�on on her first day in Ke�le Springs High
School. It’s apparent that there are tensions in
the local community. The teacher who’s
responsible for the deten�on, Mr. Virn, rants that
kids are “all out of control. You think the world is
built for your amusement. And for years…the
town has just taken it. But people are waking up.
That you’re a blight on the community.”
This flags a crucial theme of genera�onal angst in
the novel. This theme becomes overt when we
meet Sheriff Dunne and later Cole Hill’s father
and the local council. Dunne claims the town is
going through a ‘transi�on’ and the local paper
headline reads ‘Make Ke�le Springs Great again.’
The contemporary poli�cal subtext is readily
apparent.
We first meet Frendo in the form of a mural on a
factory, an ‘old-�me clown with a porkpie hat….’
The factory is owned by Cole’s father, which Cole
stands accused of burning down. Frendo also
makes mul�ple appearances at the Founder’s Day
parade, where Cole recounts his origin myth. This
says that ‘Frendo’ was a friendly guy in the great
depression who entertained the town’s kids. The
reality is that Frendo is a corporate logo, to which
Cole’s family holds the trademark. There are
Frendo masks on sale and people wear Frendo
costumes. The Frendo costumes will assume a
sinister significance later on.
Quinn is soon invited to a party in a barn in a
cornfield. The clowns appear promptly before the
kids even have a chance of enjoying themselves.
One of Cole’s friends doesn’t even make it and is
murdered at home. Quinn’s father is kidnapped,
and the kids find themselves besieged.
Some help soon arrives in the form of Cole Hill’s
estranged friend, Ruston Vance. Rust is an expert
on guns, which helps to shorten the odds a li�le

in their favour. The body count remains high. This
scenario is familiar from teenage slasher movies
like Halloween (John Carpenter, 1978), but also
reflects a dark undercurrent of US society. It’s a
sad truth that the US High School myth has
become blighted by real-life mass shoo�ngs, and
this experience is reflected in the novel.
Cesare is a skilful storyteller, and although the
novel follows a fairly familiar pa�ern, it’s
executed with skill and verve. The contemporary
se�ng and the recurring theme of
intergenera�onal tension adds depth to the story
as well as reflec�ng the current, deeply fissured
state of US society. One of Cole’s circle of friends,
Ma�, has clearly been watching right-wing
YouTube videos and parrots the talking points,
ideologically becoming one of the ‘opposi�on.’
This is a town at war with itself. This genera�onal
war is pursued to extremes in the climax, which is
highly personal for Cole Hill.
In the end, order is restored and there’s even an
LGBTQIA+ friendly twist. The kids have taken over
and will hopefully run a kinder and more just
society than their predecessors. However, as the
conclusion also suggests, the reac�onaries aren’t
dead, merely sleeping. This is an accessible,
entertaining and in places very scary novel. I can’t
wait to see the movie!

F

ull disclosure: I’m a fan of T Kingfisher. I
have read a number of her fantasy books,
her slightly twisted fairy-tale retellings and
her books for younger readers. I have hugely
enjoyed them all, and the horrific elements
(especially in the fairy tales) haven’t bothered
me at all. So when I volunteered to read The
Hollow Places, although it is marketed as a
horror novel, I was looking forward to an
enjoyable read, with fully realised characters
and entertaining storytelling.
It starts amiably enough. Kara’s recent divorce
has hit her financially, and she is offered a spare
room by her elderly uncle who runs the Glory to
God Museum of Natural Wonders, Curiosi�es and
Taxidermy in Hog Chapel, North Carolina. Kara
minds the shop, catalogues the exhibits and deals
with the parcels of whacky curiosi�es sent by her
uncle’s contacts.
Then someone knocks a hole in the museum’s
connec�ng wall, and instead of leading to the
coffee shop next door, it leads into another
universe. Or rather, a liminal space between
worlds, providing endless vistas of swamp and
willow trees, reminiscent of the ‘Wood between
the Worlds’ in CS Lewis’ The Magician’s Nephew.
Assisted by Simon, the coffee shop barista, Kara
inves�gates, only to discover that this space has
been colonised by alien presences, which do
horrific things to trespassers. Then it turns out
that the willows are irrup�ng into the museum.
Can Kara and Simon get rid of them before they
take over our world?
I have to say that the characters came across as
generic. Kara’s “difficult” mother, her useless exhusband and Simon the gay barista, all seem like
stock characters and they never really come to
life. Actually, that’s not true about the uncle, who
is clearly (on re-reading) a champion wind-up
merchant, which Kara never no�ces. Kara is not a
no�cing sort of person and this is unfortunate for
the development of the plot, which could have
moved on rather faster if she had no�ced certain
things sooner. Compare this, for instance, with
the characters in Minor Mage, where even the
most peripheral characters are precisely
delineated in their strengths and weaknesses,
and where even if you don’t sympathise with the
bad guys, at least you understand where they are
coming from.
Here Kara and Simon have no clue as to what the
monsters may want, and we the readers are

equally baffled. Kara and Simon have long
conversa�ons about how baffled they are. In fact,
I have no idea why they decided to inves�gate
the entrance to the liminal world in the first
place. It is accessed through a series of concrete
bunkers, and seemed to me to be about as
exci�ng as inves�ga�ng a drain.
Now I am perfectly happy to engage with vast
alien presences from other dimensions of which
my �ny mind can have no concep�on, but I would
like as a minimum to be awed by the vast
alienness of the universe. Here the monsters do
terrifying and nausea�ng things, but we are not
told enough to be awed by them, and we have no
way of understanding what they want.
To me, horror and fantasy walk hand in hand.
Fantasy is a medium whereby we can connect
directly to the unconscious, and horror is where
we engage with ‘Monsters from the Id’. But for
me, here, there was no engagement. Having
reached a certain level of horror with the
monsters, the horror is not heightened or
developed, merely recapitulated. The pacing is
too slow, and we spend a lot of �me being told
things that turn out to be irrelevant, to distract
a�en�on from the things that Kara is failing to
no�ce.
Kingfisher has wri�en a lot of books which are
charming, inven�ve, and fascina�ng, and I’m sure
she will write more. Unfortunately, this isn’t one
of them.
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Black Lives Matter
The BSFA Review stands in solidarity with the protests AGAINST RACISM AND
POLICE BRUTALITY in the USA, UK, and around the world.
This year at the AGM the BSFA has adopted a set of actions and expanded on policies aimed to
ensure that the BSFA as a cultural institution is playing an effective role in opposing racism in
society, for more information visit www.BSFA.co.uk. The BSFA is currently looking to fill the role
of a Diversity Officer, so please do get in touch with us if you are interested.
For those of us in the UK who would like to learn more and find ways of offering practical
support, but aren’t sure where to start, a few useful resources relating to antiracism, decoloniality,
policing, courts, prisons, include:

www.blacklivesmatter.com
www.inquest.org.uk
racialjusticenetwork.co.uk
www.stephenlawrence.org.uk
londonagainstpoliceviolence.wordpress.com
y-stop.org
www.stop-watch.org
weareadvocate.org.uk
uffcampaign.org
www.rota.org.uk
www.prisonabolition.org
cape-campaign.org
m4bl.org
criticalresistance.org
www.alternativestopolicing.com
www.opendemocracy.net
rmfoxford.wordpress.com
www.globaljustice.org.uk
See also the London Science Fiction Research Community’s list of resources at
www.lsfrc.co.uk/beyond-borders/anti-racism-statement-resources/
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